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Introduction: Mythbuster: “The Soft Ride”

The “Soft Ride ” is a term used to describe the 
Catapult phase of certain legacy Ejection Seats to 
emphasize a reduced risk of injury. 

Important as the Catapult phase is, this is a Myth on 
two counts: 

▼ there is the rest of the ejection sequence to 
consider; 

▼ the ride can be too “soft”.

Example: Catapult Test
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Ejection Sequence

The term “Soft Ride” should relate to the whole ejection sequence as the main 

injury risks for the ejectee originate from the following events:

▼ Delayed ejection attempt;

▼ Seat trajectory clearance of the aircraft vertical tail at high speed;

▼ Parachute alignment during inflation;

▼ Parachute inflation loads;

▼ The height above ground that steady parachute descent has been achieved 

(terrain clearance);

▼ Descent velocities suspended under the parachute (parachute landing fall).

Example: US16E Ejection Sequence
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Delayed Ejection Initiation
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Catapult / rocket Phase – Seat trajectory
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Stabilisation phase – drogue clearance & low Seat roll rate
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Parachute alignment
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Parachute inflation

Terrain clearance 
- height at which 
steady vertical 
velocity is 
reached
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Catapult phase Injury Metric

▼ Dynamic Response Index (DRI) 

originally developed by AFRL / Jim 

Brinkley and John Shaffer in 1971 to 

define the limits for maximum 

dynamic compression of the 

vertebral column of the human body

[Ref 1];

▼ DRI in the Z axis (DRIz) is used as 

the standard injury metric for 

catapult phase about critical point.

DRIz limit of 18 at 70°F (21°C) corresponds 

to a 5% spinal injury risk for AIS 2;

CKU-5C/A catapult used in ACES II offers 

low DRI, but comes with low velocity;

USAF Experience with ACES II ejections 

shows CKU-5 catapult generates 2% spinal 

injuries @ AIS 2:

Hence “soft ride” assertion.

With latest MIL-HBK-516C, USAF now 

reducing the DRIz limit from 18 to 16 at 

70°F (21°C):

MBA US16E already meets DRIz 16 

limit for lightest occupant (15.8);

Technically feasible – but at what cost ?
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ABBREVIATED INJURY SCALE (AIS)

AIS General Injury Description 

1 Minor - return to flight status soon after event 

2 Moderate - return to flight status after 
convalescence 

3 Severe - but not life-threatening  

4 Life-threatening but survivable  

5 Critical with uncertain survival 

6 Fatal - survival unlikely 

 

AIS originated in automotive industry : adopted within MIL HBK 516C:

AIS 3 or less  “ejectee can self help = Escape & Evade”
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Legacy Seat Performance –

CKU-5 Rocket catapult:

[Ref 2: NSWC-IH Published workshop]

Concerns for CKU-5 performance:
▼ Low velocity risks fin clearance, terrain 

clearance, trajectory & 0/0;
▼ Catapult performance significantly 

affected by ACES II Seat roller friction 
for large occupant & high speed [Ref 3]
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CKU-5 Catapult / Seat roller friction

High friction forces exist 
between ACES II 6x Seat 
rollers with rail causing 
up to 70% reduction in 
catapult acceleration 
[Ref 3].
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DRI and Live Ejection Risk

The table below has been presented many time by Collins (then 

UTC) and the USAF, e.g. [Ref 4]

It is largely taken from the Lewis 2006 ASEM paper [Ref 5]
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DRI and Live Ejection Risk

Those presentations highlight the 30% to 40% spinal fracture rate

But omit the discussion of severity or reason:

Took MRI to detect (hairline cracks)

Resolve in days

Treatment was analgesics

Tall aircraft fins to clear or VTOL

These are not the disabling injuries that an observer might interpret 

“spinal fracture” as
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Things have moved on since the days of the older (pre-10L) Mk10s

MBA are certainly not advocating a return to that level of performance

The Collins’/USAF papers also quote a spinal fracture rate of 10% for 

the Mk16s based on 1 in 10

There have now been 53 Mk16 ejections and two reported serious 

spinal injuries, that one where …

It is contentious whether it was due to the ejection

A view endorsed by the operator (which is not USAF)

The ejection was preceded by a heavy landing that put the main 

undercarriage through the wings

And another which was reported as occurring at parachute landing after a 

very low altitude ejection

So the catapult spinal injury rate for Mk16s should be 0%
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Catapult performance comparisons

Seat DRIs Velocities

Older Mk16s 11 to 18 43 to 50 ft/s

US16E/Mk18 12 to 16 42 to 49 ft/s

ACES 2/5 12 to 14 29 to 42 ft/s

The comparisons made below are across the crew mass ranges at 

ambient temperature

MBA experience is that the minimum for aircraft fin clearance is around 

40ft/s (with a drogue timing short enough to meet MDRC)

It is acknowledged that the ACES drogue parachute can hit the F-16 fin:

This has been “risk accepted” by the USAF [1]

MBA’s non-USAF customers put a higher priority on fin clearance

Hence the typically higher velocities and DRIs of MBA seats
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Aircraft Fin clearance risk acceptance

The stated rationale is “low potential for hangup”

However, MBA’s concern would be drogue damage resulting in 

compromised deceleration and stabilization and, hence, increased 

injury risk

MBA’s drogues have many reserve factors in their stressing

High temperature, 10 year ageing, and x1.3 on top

But one has sustained damage in a 600 knot ejection test when a 

helmet visor blew off and struck the drogue

The parachute fibres are under high tension due to aerodynamic 

pressure

Not catastrophic but what would a fin impact do?

MBA believe no one actually knows

Hence we are usually required by our customers to achieve fin 

clearance at maximum airspeed and maximum ejected mass
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MBA Conclusions 

For Martin-Baker, it is not just about having the “softest ride” for the 

catapult phase, but to have the lowest acceleration at the highest 

velocity – to make the entire ejection sequence as low risk as 

possible;

Current US Escape Requirements, such as MIL HDBK 516C, are 

missing aircraft fin clearance completely and do not emphasis  terrain 

clearance – these are important for our customers to reduce the risk 

of injury during ejection;

Martin-Baker will be recommending changes to -516C to include fin 

clearance and expand the terrain clearance requirements;

Or to reference an updated JSSG-2010-11 [Ref 6] that does that.
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Any Questions ?


